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Abstract
The conventional pipeline system is facing seviour problems 
due to improper synchronization of clock pulses. The data 
transfer rates most importantly depend on the effective clock 
management. In most of the digital systems the propagation 
of information mainly controlled on the basis of clock pulses. 
This is a universal problem in all the digital systems mostly 
called jitter or skew.  In most of the digital systems the clock 
skew decreases the performance of the digital systems. Here a 
new system is implemented in the path of the clock to remove 
or reduce the clock skew.
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I. Introduction
A Pipe line technology is used in digital system to perform 
multiple tasks simultaneously and to reduce the data losses 
in data transactions. In the present work a new way of clock 
system is proposed in the path of the clock to remove or reduce 
the clock skew. There are already few methods effectively 
working on clock skew such as wave-pipelining [6] and Me-
synchronous pipeline [1] methods. The idea of wave-pipelining 
[6] was originally introduced by Cotten [7], who named it 
maximum rate pipelining. Cotton observed that the rate at 
which logic can propagate through the circuit depends not 
on the longest path delay but on the difference between the 
longest and the shortest path delays. As a result, several 
computation “waves,” i.e., logic signals related to different clock 
cycles, can propagate through the logic simultaneously. The 
system clocking must be such that the output data is clocked 
after the latest data has arrived at the outputs and before the 
earliest data from the next clock cycle arrives at the outputs. 
Critical speed-limiting factors in wave-pipelining [6] are the 
uncontrolled clock-skew, the sampling time of registers, and 
the worst case transition time at the logic outputs. While the 
minimization of these factors has been a major challenge in 
the design of conventional high-speed pipelined systems as 
well, the equalization of path delays comes as a new challenge 
for the design of wave-pipelined systems. Different clock signal 
paths can have different delays for a variety of reasons [8]. 
Differences in delays of any active buffers within the clock 
distribution network may cause un-synchronization of data 
and clock in wave pipeline method.

II. Existing Methods
In conventional pipeline system a single clock pulse is applied 
to manage the data transmission through the

Fig. 1: Conventional Pipeline System

registers in the pipeline. But it will create a clock skew in the 
pipeline which will decrease the data speed from one stage to 
other stage. The data pulses are fed into the first register when 
clock pulse is applied to the first stage of the pipeline. The pulse 
will be passed to the next stage after applying the clock pulse 
to the next stage. The clock pulse path is directly given to the 
registers where the data pulses are passes from one stage to 
another stage. This may create a problem of overlapping of 
pulses in the first stage before it enters into the next stage or 
it will increase the delay in data transmission. In conventional 
pipeline systems the clock signal is derived as 

maxclkconv r s clkT D D T≥ + + +∆
Smaller clock periods are achieved in wave pipelining [2,6] by 
reducing the maximum propagation delay (Dmax) by splitting 
the stages into number of stages. The clock signal is derived 
in the wave pipelining is 

. minmax
)( 2clk w h s clkDT D T T≥ − + + + ∆

and further the propagation delay in is reduced and the clock 
synchronization is controlled by introducing a delay element 
in the path of clock signal of Mesynchronous pipelining [1]. 
This delay will be equal 

Fig. 2: Wave Pipelining

to the delay created by the pulse passed from one stage to other 
stage of the pipeline. The system is clocked such that a pipeline 
stage is operating on more than one data wave simultaneously. 
At any given time, multiple waves can be present in a stage 
and the waves are separated based on physical properties of 
internal nodes in the logic stage. The clock signal is derived in 
the Mesynchronous  pipelining is

. minmax
( ) ( ))( 2clk m h s clkf fDT D T T≥ − + + + ∆

Fig. 3 Mesynchronous pipelining

III. Enhanced Method
In multiple stages pipeline system different delay elements 
need to be inserting in the clock path. Because the first delay 
inserted in the clock path is equal to the data propagated from 
first stage to second stage. And the second delay element is 
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such that the sum of delay1 and delay2 must be equal to delay 
generated in data propagating from stage 1 to stage 3. Although 
the data propagates immediately from stage 2 to stage 3, the 
stage 2 data will be fed to stage 3 only when the stage 1 data 
enter into stage 2. The stage 2 data is pushed into stage 3 
when stage 1 data enters into stage 2.  In the present work a 
new method is proposed by introducing a controller to supply 
the clock pulses to the pipeline stages instead of using external 
clock circuitry. The individual stage in the pipeline interrupts 
the interrupt controller to enable the next stage clock pulse 
for the pipeline.

Fig. 4: Block diagram of Enhanced clock system in pipe line 
system

The system is clocked such that a pipeline stage is operating 
on more than one pulse simultaneously. The present system 
at any given time, multiple pulses can be present in a stage 
similar to the mesychronous pipelining. The clock signal in the 
present method is equal to

. minmax
)( 2clk i h s clkDT D T T≥ − + + + ∆

where, th = holding time of the register
Ts = Setting time of the register
Dmax = maximum propagation delay
Dmin = minimum propagation delay
∆clk = Clock Uncertainty
So the propagation delay will be less than the total clock period 
of the pipeline stages. One of the applications is accepted for 
publication in IEEE journals [9].

A. Clock Scheme
When traditional registers are used, single-phase clocking is 
neither safe nor fast [10] and a multi-phase clock is required. 
This is due to lower bound constraint on the minimum short 
path delay of the combinational circuits that could result in a 
data race through problem. A microcontroller used to generate 
a clock pulse from the global clock. The clock period can be 
varied depends on the signal arrived from Interrupt logic. And 
the clock pulse comes Tµcf after the rising edge on the global 
clock. This clock pulse is then distributed to different stages 
of pipeline. 

IV. Hardware
Initially the data pulses are fed to the first stage of the pipeline. 
In the first stage the first bit enters into first position. When 
the data pulse feeds the next pulse the first bit pushed to the 
next position and the first position will be replaced with the 
new bit. The bit positions will change in queue. When the last 
bit overflowed from the first register and it will enter into the 

next stage. At the same time the overflow bit from the first 
register send to interrupt request pin (IRQ) of the Programmable 
Interrupt Controller (PIC). The PIC will generate an interrupt 
request to microcontroller (8051) on one of the Port pin. When 
the first bit of Interrupt Request register is set after IRQ0 
receives a request, a signal will be generated through a Port 
pin as clock pulse to the second stage. Immediately after clock 
signal arrived at second stage, the overflowed bit from first 
stage enters into second stage. An individual port pin is used 
for clock signal for first stage. These clock signals are controlled 
and change it states through microcontroller programming. 
The PIC is interfaced and controlled through programming in 
microcontroller. As the overflow occurs from second stage the 
overflow bit will try to enter into next stage. At the same time 
there may be a chance of overflow from first stage to second 
stage. So in the case individual clock pulses need to be set in 
Port 1. So p1.1 and p1.2 will generate clock signals for second 
and third stage. In the same way the pulses will be supplied 
when overflow occur at higher stages. The system is clocked 
such that a pipeline stage is operating on more than one pulse 
simultaneously.

V. Experimental Results
The data transmission through different stages is controlled 
by small interrupt logic in fixed priority mode. The respective 
interrupt requests will control the clock pulses of respective 
stages of pipeline. The requests for the next stages stored in 
PIC are processed by microcontroller and hence individual clock 
signals are managed. The pipe line operations are simulated 
and understand by CAD tools. The hold time of the registers 
is reduced so it reasons high performance. The time period in 
obtaining Q after clock is ascertained is minimized. 

Fig. 5: Analysis of Pipe Line using Timing Diagram

Pipeline constructed with fewer flip flops and hence few registers 
are involved in the design. Higher data rates are observed in 
the current pipeline system. Smaller clock periods are achieved 
using interrupt logic. Higher performance can be achieved using 
simple control of clock distribution.

VI. Conclusion
The clock distribution becomes simpler by controlling clock 
signals by internal ports of microcontroller. Power consumption 
is small when compared to other methods. Simple software 
logic is used to control the ports of microcontroller to generate 
the clock signals. Higher performance can be achieved using 
smaller number of pipeline stages. The proposed pipeline 
scheme operates on more than one pulse simultaneously. 
In the proposed system the clock speed mainly affected 
by interrupt controller. So one interrupt controller must be 
dedicating for generating interrupts. Controlling of Initializing 
Command Words and Operational Command Words increases 
the complexity in the code.
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